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May 26, 2018
Combined Board Meeting
AGENDA
Pres. Opening of Meeting
Treasurer's Report
à Kathy Earnst
Committee Reports
à Wagonmaster
Old Business
New Business
Open Comments
Adjourn

Only a few members showed up for the meeting and there wasn’t enough for a quorum consequently no official business
could be undertaken. They chatted for a bit and went home.
Bob sent me (Glenn) some information on timber sales on the
state land in the Middle Fork of the Snoqualmie River and in
the Cherry Creek area near Duvall.
Bob also sent me a link to the Newsletter put out by the Commissioner of Public Lands. It can be found here:

Meeting Calendar for 2018

https://mailchi.mp/dnr/this-week-with-commissioner-of-publiclands-hilary-franz-y4tq7vfml2?e=28b96ff495

West side board meetings:
1/16, 2/20, 4/17, 6/19, 8/21, 10/16
At 7:30PM at the
Maplewood Clubhouse
8802 196th St SW, Edmonds

How Is Aura Rainbow Quartz Made?

General meetings :
3/31, 5/26, 9/29, 10/27
All general meetings will be held at:
Palace Café
4th & Main
Ellensburg
Meeting @ 9:30 AM

GPS Co-ordinates Needed
The WSMC needs the GPS co-ordinates of any and all of the
collecting sites in the state. In an effort to make the map
booklets as accurate as possible the Mineral Council is asking
for everyone to record GPS readings while on field trips
The data can also be used to help in our fight to keep our
collecting areas open.

http://www.geologyin.com/2017/06/how-is-aura-rainbowquartz-made.html
Metal-coated crystals are
natural crystals, such as
quartz, whose surface has
been coated with metal to
give them an iridescent metallic sheen. Crystals treated
this way are used as gemstones and for other decorative purposes. Possible coatings include gold (resulting
in a stone called aqua aura),
indium, titanium, niobium
and copper. Other names for
crystals treated so include;
angel aura, flame aura, opal
aura or rainbow quartz.

Dues are due
Download the PDF or Word version from the WSMC
website in the Misc. Resources menu.
Please send the dues and form to Kathy Earnst
27871 Minkler Road
Sedro Woolley, WA 98284
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Aqua aura is created in a vacuum chamber from quartz crystals
and gold vapour by vapour deposition. The quartz is heated to 871
°C (1600 °F) in a vacuum, and then gold vapor is added to the
chamber.

In order to achieve such a compact and strongly held network of
carbon atoms, it is believed that diamonds must have crystallized
deep under the Earth’s surface. At these depths the proper conditions for the formation of diamonds exist; at 90 to 120 miles deep,
pressures are more than 65,000 times that of the atmosphere at the
Earth’s surface, with temperatures exceeding 2,700 degrees Fahrenheit. Such pressures and temperatures reproduced in laboratories
have successfully yielded synthetic diamonds.

The gold atoms fuse to the
crystal's surface, which gives
the crystal an iridescent metallic sheen. When viewed under
a gemological microscope in
diffused direct transmitted
light, aqua aura displays the
following properties:

There are many kinds of diamonds: transparent, translucent, or
opaque; ranging from colorless to sooty black, with many colors in
between. Mostly transparent diamonds, colorless or tinted, are
used as jewelry. Others are used widely in industry. The color of a
diamond depends on the kind of impurities embedded inside it.
Yellow diamonds, for example, betray minute quantities of nitrogen, while boron imparts a bluish hue. There are other inclusions
in diamonds that have great scientific value. Such samples are
time capsules that yield valuable information about conditions
deep in the Earth’s upper mantle where diamonds formed, as well
as clues to the formation and age of the diamond. Diamonds are
found in alluvial deposits - gravel swept by streams, rivers, glaciers, and ocean currents. They are also found in sedimentary rock
where gravel deposits and organic material have been compressed
into rock. Diamonds can be found in some samples of kimberlite a type of volcanic rock first identified in Kimberley, South Africa.
Diamonds found in kimberlite are thought to be very old, perhaps
as much as three billion years old. Tiny flecks of diamond have
even been found inside meteorites - bits of rocky space debris that
land on Earth.

·
A coppery surface iridescence in tangential illumination
·
Diffused dark outlines of
some facet junctions
·

A patchy blue colour distribution on some facets

·

White facet junctions, irregular white abrasions and surface
pits, where the treatment either did not "take" or had been
abraded away.

Rainbow quartz have been treated with a combination of titanium
and gold. Titanium molecules are bonded to the quartz by
the natural electrostatic charge of the crystal in a process known as
magnetron ionization.

Diamonds are crystals. Crystals are the ultimate form of symmetry
in nature. Their shape reflects the internal orderly arrangement of
atoms within the crystal. In diamonds, atoms of carbon are held
tightly by covalent bonding, where two neighboring atoms share
an electron, endowing the diamond crystal with great strength. But
despite that hardness, diamonds can be cut with saws and polished
with grinding wheels coated with tiny industrial diamond fragments. In their natural form, diamonds can appear quite unimpressive. They are cut and polished by skilled craftsmen in a pattern
that reflects and refracts the light among its facets to reveal the
hidden beauty of the stone.

The brilliant color of flame aura is the result of optical interference
effects produced by layers of titanium. Since only electricity is
used to deposit the titanium layers and create these colors, very
little heat is involved and the integrity of the crystal is maintained.
The crystal does not become brittle or prone to breakage as with
other treatments.
Visit http://www.geologyin.com/2017/06/how-is-aura-rainbowquartz-made.html for more photos.

Diamonds’ cold, sparkling fire has held us spell-bound for centuries, inspiring rich, passionate myths of romance, intrigue, power,
greed, and magic. Ancient Hindus, finding diamonds washed out
of the ground after thunderstorms, believed they were created by
bolts of lightning. In our place and time, the diamond is a symbol
of enduring love, and often graces engagement rings.

via Hard Rock News, 04/18

DIAMOND
MODERN BIRTHSTONE of APRIL

via Stone Age News, 04/18

Diamonds are the rich
cousins of graphite. Both
are crystalline forms of
pure carbon. The enormous differences in their
properties are a result of
the way the carbon atoms are bonded together.
In graphite, carbon atoms are arranged in
sheets that easily slide past each other, which makes graphite ideal
as a lubricant and, of course, pencil lead. Diamond crystals, on the
other hand, are a tight-fisted network of carbon atoms securely
held in four directions, making it the hardest naturally-occurring
substance in the world.

The secrets of garnet reveal source of water to
fuel powerful volcanoes and earthquakes
by Mary L. Martialay, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute

Among geologists who study powerful earthquakes and volcanoes,
there is a mystery: as one of Earth's tectonic plates slides beneath
another in a subduction zone, water is squeezed from certain minerals, lubricating earthquakes and fueling volcanoes in hot spots
like the Pacific Ocean "Ring of Fire." But equations that predict
where the forces of subduction wring water from stone consistently point to locations far from the site of actual cataclysms.
By applying a new spectroscopy technique to garnet containing
fragments of quartz, metamorphic petrologist Frank Spear of
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Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute thinks he's solved the puzzle. His
early research shows that the equations are incomplete, lacking the
significant variable of "overstepping," the additional energy needed to initiate a process, in this case, the decomposition of water
bearing minerals.

around tiny fragments of quartz, on an island in the Greek Cyclades.
In his lab, Spear and his graduate students used Raman spectroscopy - commonly used in chemistry to identify molecular composition of a sample - to examine the quartz embedded in the garnet.
In Raman spectroscopy, laser light is shined onto a sample, and
the energy of the photons is shifted up or down based on the interactions between the light and the sample. The difference between
the frequency of the outgoing and returning light provides a definitive structure signature. Quartz at ambient pressure produces a
well known signature. But the peak of the signature from the
quartz in the Cyclades samples was shifted to a higher value, indicating the pressure on the grain. Because the Raman signal shift of
quartz has been carefully calibrated, Spear was able to use it to
determine the pressure, and therefore the depth and temperature, at
which the garnet crystallized around the quartz. "What we discovered when we did this is that the garnet forms not at the shallow
depth where the thermodynamic calculations predicted, but much
deeper down, near the origin of volcanoes and earthquakes," said
Spear.

https://phys.org/news/2018-03-secrets-garnetreveal-sourcefuel.html

The finding also indicates that the garnet doesn't crystalize at equilibrium, as is the basis of thermodynamic calculations predicting
that process. That, said Spear, "was a total surprise." While initiation of most processes requires activation energy - or overstepping
- to some extent, researchers always assumed that the activation
energy to initiate nucleation of garnet would be trivial.

Credit: Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute

But the results suggest significant overstepping of 50 to 70 degrees Celsius. The initial research, published in a series of papers
beginning in 2014, was based on three samples from a single site
on Sifnos. The new funding will support a broader investigation
using 10 to 20 samples taken from five separate locations, to determine whether the findings were "a quirk, or a universal truth."
Spear is also working on developing calculations - and a new
"maximum driving force method" - that will incorporate observed
overstepping to yield more accurate predictions.

"The real culprit in powerful volcanoes and earthquakes is water,
but scientists have been unable to determine where that water
comes from," said Spear, a professor and head of the Rensselaer
Department of Earth and Environmental Sciences. "Conventional
thermodynamic equations predict that water is released at too shallow a depth to occur at the known locations of volcanoes and
earthquakes. But when you factor in the overstepping we've discovered, the locations coincide. The idea of overstepping is an
enormous paradigm shift." His research is supported by a threeyear $419,247 grant from the National Science Foundation.

Spear's research fulfills The New Polytechnic, an emerging paradigm for higher education which recognizes that global challenges
and opportunities are so great they cannot be adequately addressed
by even the most talented person working alone. Rensselaer serves
as a crossroads for collaboration— working with partners across
disciplines, sectors, and geographic regions—to address complex
global challenges, using the most advanced tools and technologies,
many of which are developed at Rensselaer. Research at Rensselaer addresses some of the world's most pressing technological
challenges—from energy security and sustainable development
to biotechnology and human health. The New Polytechnic is transformative in the global impact of research, in its innovative pedagogy, and in the lives of students at Rensselaer.

As one tectonic plate is pushed beneath another in a subduction
zone, sediments and minerals are carried deep into the Earth, with
pressure and temperature mounting with increasing depth. Early in
the process liquid water is squeezed from the pore spaces between
rocks, but many minerals - such as micas, serpentines, and chlorites - contain water as part of their mineral structure. Chlorite, for
example, contains about 10 percent water by weight. When waterbearing minerals finally succumb to increased temperature and
pressure, they release water. The water acts as a lubricant in the
fault zone created between two plates, reducing the strain on the
fault and allowing the plates to slide past one another, producing
an earthquake. Subduction zones produce some of the world's
biggest and most destructive earthquakes; the largest magnitude
earthquake yet recorded - a magnitude 9.5 earthquake in 1960 near
Valdivia, Chile - occurred in a subduction zone. The water also
acts as a flux on surrounding rock, depressing the melting temperature of rock, which melts into magma that rises to the surface and
erupts as a volcano.

via SMRMC Rock Talk, 03/18

Attention: All Newsletter Subscribers

At the point at which the water is released, it creates clues Spear
tracked back to its origin. New minerals form in the metamorphosing crust, including garnet, which is produced by the breakdown
of water-bearing chlorite. The garnet forms under pressure, and
sometimes, as it does so, it traps fragments of surrounding minerals in its grip, fragments that retain a record of the pressure under
which the garnet formed. Spear found such garnets, which formed

If you, or someone you know should be receiving this newsletter
electronically and are not, please contact Bob Pattie or myself
(Glenn Morita).
We are trying to keep our mailing list current and want to make
sure that everyone who wants an electronic version of the
newsletter gets one.
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2018 WSMC SPONSORED FIELD TRIPS (Draft)
The WA St. Mineral Council plans guided fieldtrips to collecting sites. Open to member clubs, and the general public. Most trips are
free. Included are the Pow Wow trips (must join to go on trips). Host clubs and contact persons will be set up as I gather info. For updated info, go to mineralcouncil.wordpress.com or contact Ed Lehman at wsmced@hotmail.com or h ph# (425) 334-6282
Cell# (425) 760-2786. Pow Wow Dues are $7.50 each or &15 a family. They supply 3 free breakfast’s on trips (what a deal).

Date

Host Site

Meeting place and time

Material

Tools

1/13/2018

MSVL Beaver Valley Quarry

Beaver Valley Info Booth 9:30am

Chert, Zeolites & Calcite

Hard rock tools

2/17/2018

DARR Walker Valley

Big Lake Store 9:00am

Geodes & Agates

Hard rock tools

3/17/2018

MSVL Baker Lake

Forest Service 9:00 Sedro-Woolley

Jasper, Agate, Jade, T-Egg ?

Dig & Hard Rock

4/14/2018

DARR Racehorse Creek

Hwy 542 @ Round About, 10 miles from Fossils & Morell mushrooms Dig & Hard Rock

4/21/2022

I-5 9:00
POW Saddle Mt Mattawa W Boat Launch 8:00

Petrified Wood

5/12/2018

DARR Marblemount

Grocery right before 20 bend & bridge

Talc, Chrysoprase, Garnierite Saw & Hard Rock

6/9/2018

MSVL Wynoochee River

Montesano 1st Gas & Motel 9:00

Orbicular Jasper

Rock Hammer,
waders

6/17/2018

MSVL Saddle Mt Mattawa

W Mattawa Lepricon Market 9:00am

Petrified Wood maybe Opal

Dig &Hard Rock

6/21/2024

POW Madras Ore

Jefferson Co. Fair Ground Trips @ 8:00

Agate, Jasper, T-Eggs, Wood Dig & Hard Rock

7/14/2018

DARR Taylor River

Kens Truck Stop I-90 9:00

7/22/2023

SPOK Crystal Park Montana

Call Mike Shaw for info

Quartz crystals, Concretions Rock Hammer,
waders
Quartz Crystals
Dig & Lite Rock

8/4/2018

DARR Sweetwater

Darrington Rock Show 11:00

Travertine, Sauk R Bars

8/11/2017

MSVL Lake Wenatchee

Old Lake Wenatchee Ranger Station 9:00 Garnets, Talc & Actinolite

08/18&19

NOA Greenwater

09/8 & 9

POW Red Top—Teanaway

Dig & 1/4”
screen
Enumclaw Ranger St. 9:00am
Agate, Jasper, Opal & Wood Dig & lite hard
rock
Teanaway @ Middle Fork Camp 8:00am Geodes, Agate, Jasper & Jade Dig & Hard Rock

9/15/2018

NOA Little Naches

Enumclaw Ranger Station 9:00am

T-Eggs, WA Lily pad & Fossil

10/20/2018

MSVL Money Creek, Skykomish
DARR Blanchard Hill

Money Creek Campground 9:00

Picture Jasper maybe ore

I-5 Exit 240 Gas Mart 9:00am

WA Dalmation stone & Chert Hard rock tools

11/17/2018

Dig & Hard Rock

Dig & Hard Rock

Dig & lite Hard
rock
Dig & Hard Rock

100 % of map booklet sales goes to Walker Vly lease, insurance for access to private property and general operation of WSMC

Please wait for guide before going off collecting, and obey their rules. They are familiar with managers needs. We will get you a
good area at site.

ALWAYS contact host for updated info a week before trip !!!

HOST
CLUB
CONTACT INFO
MSVL = Marysville Rock Club Ed Lehman wsmced@hotmail.com h# (425) 334-6282 c# (425) 760-2786
DARR = Darrington Rock Club
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
:
SPOK = Spokane Rock Rollers Mike Shaw mikeshawmoose@yahoo.com (509) 251-1574 or (509) 244-8542
NOA = Northwest Opal Tony Johnson (253) 863-9238
POW = All Rockhounds Pow Wow Larry Vess vessel3755@gmail.com or (253)473-3908
Keep updated on http://www.mineralcouncil.wordpress.com Land management changes, and roads close regularly. There is a
area on web page with tool category in pictures and names of tools.
Always have proper cloths and gear for conditions. Be prepared with safety, first aid, food and drink.
A week before trips I (Ed Lehman) will have a pdf file with map and info for that trip I can send you on request. I will do the
same for trip host.
Try to be at the meeting site 30 minutes before trip time for details and instructions with a full tank of gas.
Use code of ethics, keep our lands open to rockhounding.
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Local Area Shows for 2018
May 2018
5th 9am—5pm
6th 10am—4pm

Umpqua Gem & Mineral
Club

Carnival of Rocks
48th Annual Show

Douglas County Fairgrounds
I-5 Exit 123
Roseburg, OR

May 2018
5th 10am—6pm
6th 10am—5pm

Everett Rock and Gem Club

65th Annual show

Everett Community College
Walt Price Student Fitness Center
2206 Tower Street, Everett WA

May 2018
12th 10am - 6pm
13th 10am - 4pm

Bozeman Gem
& Mineral Club

May 2018
12th 10am - 5pm
13th 10am - 5pm

Hatrockhounds Gem
& Mineral Society

$3
12 and under free

Eastern Oregon Trade & Event Center 1705 East Airport Road
Hermiston OR

May 2018
19th 10am - 6pm
20th 10am - 4pm

Bitterroot Gem
and Mineral Society

80th Annual Gem
and Mineral show

Ravalli County Fairground
100 Old Corvallis Road
Hamilton, MT

June 2018
2nd 9am—5pm
3rd 10am—4pm

North Idaho Mineral Club

Annual Show
$3 adults, 12 & under free w/
Adult

June 2018
1st 10pm—5pm
2nd 10am—5pm
3rd 10am—5pm

Puyallup Valley Gem &
Mineral Club

Annual show
“Got Rocks Again”

June 2018
9th 10am—5pm
10th 10am—5pm

Butte Mineral
and Gem Club

Annual Show
$3 adults, 12 & under free w/
Adult

Butte Civic Center Annex
1340 Harrison Avenue
Butte MT

June 2018
15th 10am—5pm
16th 10am—5pm
17th 10am—4pm

Lower Umpqua Gem
&
Lapidary Society

Treasures from the Earth Rock
and Gem Show

Reedsport Community Building
415 Winchester Avenue
Reedsport OR

July 2018
27th 9am—6pm
28th 9am—6pm
29th 9am—5pm

Washington Agate
and
Mineral Society

Rock and Gem show
during
Tenino Oregon Trail Days

August 2018
3rd 10pm—5pm
4th 10am—5pm
5th 10am—4pm

Far West Lapidary & Gem
Society

556h Annual Gem
and Mineral Show
$1 adults, 12 & under
free w/Adult

August 2018
11th 9am—5pm
12th 10am—5pm

Maplewood Rock and Gem
Club

12th Annual Rock
and
Mineral Sale

August 2018
18th 9am—5pm

Shelton Rock and
Mineral Society

9th Annual Tailgate Rock Sale
and Swap Meet

Annual Rock Show
Gallatin County Fair Grounds
$3 adults, 12 & under free w/adult 901 N. Black, Bldg. #1
Bozeman, MT

Tailgate spots $40

September 2018
8th 10am - 5pm
9th 10am - 5pm

Marcus Whitman Gem and
Mineral Society

49th Annual Gem
and Mineral show
$3, 12 & under free w/Adult

September 2018
22nd 10am - 5pm
23rd 10am - 4pm

Cascade Mineralogical Society

Annual show
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Kootenai County Fairgrounds
4056 North Government Way
Coeur d’Alene ID
Swiss Park
9205 198th Ave. E.
Puyallup, WA

Parkside Elementary School
301 Central Avenue E
Tenino WA 98589
North Bend Community Center
2222 N. Broadway
North Bend, OR
Maplewood Rock and Gem Clubhouse
8802 196th ST SW
Edmonds WA

MCRA
2100 E Johns Prairie Rd
Shelton, WA
To register contact
Susan @ 360-275-9432 or
SRMS242@yahoo.com
Walla Walla County Fairgrounds
Community Center Building
363 Orchard St., Walla Walla WA
Green River College
12401 SE 320th St
Auburn, WA
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